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Stefan Becker is a Partner of a Twin-Family Office and mining
company. Stefan’s expertise with UHNW families has included
restructuring loans and corporate structures, negotiating joint
ventures and strategic alliances, designing and implementing
investment strategies across asset classes, overseeing family
health and education issues.
He offers a unique combination of (i) operational, (ii) private
equity, and (iii) investment banking skill sets. On several different
occasions, this “hybrid” perspective has enabled him to add
value throughout the entire business cycle, from (i) launching,
building, or buying businesses, (ii) to operating and optimizing
businesses, (iii) to capitalizing and monetizing businesses. Being
able to appreciate various business dynamics from
the entrepreneur’s perspective (growth and operations), the
investor’s perspective (risk/return profiles), and the
investment banker’s perspective (capitalization
and monetization) has proven to be quite helpful over the course
of his career.
Financial expert, strategic leader, “fix-it” man, seasoned
manager, and successful investor with years of unmatched
operational, accounting, analysis, and capital
markets experience.
As a passionate sportsman he is doing Ultra-Races, Triathlons and
loves Martial Arts while believing in fairness and high ethical
standards in sports, business and beyond. His current involvement
into the field of Sports and education are but not limited to: Head
coaching the Swiss Spartans and taking care on their training
regime in the various chapters in Switzerland, planning the races
and team build-up. Building up the Academy of the SOSF to foster
future growth and recognition for the world of obstacle running
and being a valued sparring partner for upcoming races
on various topics and coordinating the professional athletes and
the national team. Beside that he´s mentoring University
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Students on Courseras Strategic
Leadership and Management program.
Just recently he founded Beastmotion/ Beastcamp to better
connect the world of sports and management through mindboggling experience and better understand the shared values of
obstacle-sports and leadership

